
 

Strategic Design Framework 

During the spring of 2021, Pampa ISD began a strategic planning process that was facilitated by a professional service. 
The professional facilitator met with various groups of people with an investment in Pampa ISD to give as many 
stakeholders as possible a voice in the process. Following those meetings, 75 people from various interest groups—
parents, teachers, business owners, administrators, community members, and students—teamed up over several days to 
create Pampa ISD’s strategic 5 year plan. The process began with a simple but inspiring question:  

What are our highest hopes for the students of Pampa ISD? 

From there, collaboration among this diverse group of people resulted in a newly articulated vision for our students, 
beliefs that we want to drive our decision-making, outcomes we want to see in our learners, qualities we want to see in 
our educators, three goals that will help us navigate the future while maintaining our rich and treasured traditions, and a 
series of specific results that will help us measure our progress toward our goals. Below you can find a summary of the 
final strategic plan, and you can find more information at www.pampaisd.net. As you read, we invite you to join in the 
collaborative process by reaching out with your feedback and questions to pampaisdinfo@pampaisd.net. We believe that 
working this plan will lead us in a direction that strengthens our Harvester Spirit as we inspire, invest, and innovate our 
way to our desired future. 

 
 

    

Our Beliefs 
We believe... 

 Each student deserves a classroom with high-quality instruction where they learn 
how to learn in a way that sets them up for lifelong success. 

 Early childhood education provides a strong foundation for future success. 
 All students deserve experiences that spark their unique interests and passions in 

order to define their successful futures. 
 Strong relationships between all members of the community are critical to student 

success. 
 In the value of learning from failure and overcoming struggles in order to become 

perseverant.  
 The community that takes radical responsibility for developing, supporting, and 

encouraging students creates an environment for continued success. 
 In educating the whole child. 

 
   

 

Our Vision 
Pampa ISD students are courageous innovators utilizing their own unique abilities to invest 
in their world. 

Our Mission  
The Mission of Pampa ISD is to produce learners who are compassionate, competent, 
confident, and future-ready! 
 



 

Our Learner Outcomes 
All students will: 

 be able to demonstrate effective soft/employability skills in their respective 
environments. 

 exhibit a growth mindset and work through challenges showing tenacity, resilience, 
self-regulation, and self-advocacy. 

 consistently demonstrate professional ethics while achieving goals and monitoring 
growth.  

 apply problem-solving, innovation, critical thinking, and creativity every day. 

 
 

Our Educator Profile 
The Educator… 

 Collaborates 
 Is knowledgeable 
 Communicates  
 Nurtures 
 Models what they preach/teach 
 Creates and innovates 
 Serves 
 Facilitates 
 Reflects 
 Builds relationships 
 Provides high expectations with support 
 Exhibits courage 

 

Our Goals 
 

1. We will design aligned PK-12 programs to create a competitive, successful, and 
unified educational experience for all.  
 

2. We will invest in innovative schools.  
 

3. We will foster an actively engaged, unified community culture in the relentless 
pursuit of our vision. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Specific Results 
Goal 1: We will design aligned PK-12 programs to create a competitive, successful, and unified 
educational experience for all.  

1.1 Systems – Design and implement a system to coordinate the alignment process. 

1.2 Extracurricular – Provide comprehensive extracurricular programs that will increase student 
participation and success. 

1.3 
 

Academics – Design aligned academic programs. 

1.4 
 

Student Programs – Create vertically and horizontally aligned student programs (special 
pops). 

1.5 
 

High Quality Staff – Recruit, grow, and retain high quality staff. 
 

1.6 Instructional Components – Ensure quality of aligned instructional processes. 

 

Goal 2: We will invest in innovative schools.  
2.1 Facilities – Design and invest in facilities to support current and future needs of all students. 

2.2 Evaluate, Assess, Research – Implement continuous school improvement focused on 
innovation. 

2.3 Programs- Expand programs to include a variety of integrated, real-life opportunities through 
innovative and technology-rich programs. 

 
Goal 3: We will foster an actively engaged, unified community culture in the relentless pursuit of 
our vision. 

3.1 Unified Alignment – Create a unified community with a shared identity. 

3.2 Communication – Communicate effectively with all stakeholders. 

3.3 Family and Community Engagement – Expand opportunities for meaningful family and 
community engagement in our education system. 

3.4 Relationship Building – Build intentional relationships to shatter social constraints 
prohibiting student success. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

2021-2022 specific results and action steps 

 
1.1 Systems – Design and implement a system to coordinate the alignment process. 
Action Steps: 

 Articulate the required components of a system implementation model that will be used to align all 
PK-12 academic programs 

 Develop within the system a plan for communication and clarity to ensure staff/teachers know the 
philosophy of the plan and where to find the CMP and utilize the alignment guidance documents 

 Define PK-12 programs within the system 
 Develop the teams to align RLA & MTSS systems 
 RLA & MTSS teams use the articulated district model to align and implement programs 

 
1.2 Extracurricular – Provide comprehensive extracurricular programs that will increase 
student participation and success. 
Action Steps: 

 Define what our programs are at each campus 
 Define “who” the lead/stakeholders of each program are at each level 
 Articulate a system approach and communicate common vision and goal: Align, evaluate, or create 

curriculum for each program 
 Assess the vision and evaluate the effectiveness of each program including defining 

success/participation of each program (create evaluation plan) 
 Establish clarity around each role/responsibility and how the program contributes to the bigger 

vision including exploration activities for elementary students 
 Outline collaboration opportunities (set dates on calendar and define agendas) for team members 

to meet (horizontal/vertical) 
 
2.1 Facilities – Design and invest in facilities to support current and future needs of all 
students. 
Action Steps: 

 Plan a campaign for awareness of the state of district facilities 
 Determine facility / space needs by program and timeline/action steps for each: (1. Grade level 

Schools, 2. CTE, 3. FA, 4. Ath, etc.) 
 Utilize existing committees to lay groundwork to assess and review needs of current facilities and 

prioritize needs 
 Launch the campaign for awareness of the state of district facilities and needs 
 Explore city, business, and community partnerships - state grants 

 
3.1 Unified Alignment – Create a unified community with a shared identity. 
Action Steps: 

 Design a plan for transitioning all campuses to being unified-Harvesters 
 Incorporate PRIDE acronym at the elementary level to help transition and unify our elementary 

campuses 
 Share and communicate with teachers and staff the Profile of a Graduate, Profile of an Educator, 

and strategic design work 
 Utilize already planned outreach events to begin the unification conversations 
 Relaunch/Rebrand VIP program to help communicate ways for people to engage with us to 

support this work 
 Research communities that have successfully reconfigured schools and adopted “one identity” to 

determine established processes and steps they took to ensure success 
 Compile Eco Dis/EDC change data from decades back (50’s-present) to present to community 

clubs and members to highlight needs 
 Facilitate the determination of grade level configurations for elementary schools 

 
3.2 Communication – Communicate effectively with all stakeholders. 
Action Steps: 

 Identify and review all of our avenues of communication for effectiveness with each stakeholder 
 Develop and communicate a district plan for one-way information and two-way communication 

with all stakeholders 
 Establish a stakeholder communication team 
 Collaborate and coordinate the communication of action steps of other teams as needed 

 
 

 


